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Abstract. Fused-ring electron acceptors end-capped with electron withdrawing groups have contributed to the
ever-increasing power conversion efﬁciency of organic solar cells. Adding p-extensions and halogenating the end
groups are two popular strategies to boost performance even further. In this work, a typical non-fullerene
acceptor molecule, IDIC, is used as a model system for investigating the impact of the halogenation approach at
the molecular level. The two end groups are substituted by ﬂuorinated and chlorinated counterparts and their
electronic and optical properties are systematically probed using ab-initio calculations. In gas phase,
halogenation lowers the HOMO and LUMO energy levels and narrows the energy gap, especially for the
chlorinated compound. Moreover, chlorinated IDIC exhibits the largest redshift and the smallest reorganization
energy. Finally, crystal structures of the three compounds are constructed, revealing an improved transfer
integral and transfer rate for the halogenated variants. Speciﬁcally, the chlorination strategy leads to an increase
of 60% in transfer rate, compared to halogen-free IDIC.
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1 Introduction
Organic solar cells (OSCs) have been extensively investigated by the scientiﬁc community due to some of their
remarkable features. They are lightweight, ﬂexible, and
can be manufactured using roll to roll printing. In the bulk
heterojunction (BHJ) architecture, the active layer is
based on a blend of electron donor (D) and electron
acceptor (A) materials [1,2]. p-Conjugated polymers are
typical donor materials while the most investigated
acceptors in BHJ OSCs are fullerene-based molecules,
especially PC61BM and PC71BM [3,4]. Intensive research
on fullerene based BHJ solar cells has achieved power
conversion efﬁciencies (PCEs) that exceed 10% [5,6].
Nevertheless, fullerene-based acceptors show signiﬁcant
drawbacks that affect the performance of OSC devices.
Some of these drawbacks include weak absorption in the
visible and near-infrared part of the spectrum, lack of
electron level tunability and complicated synthetic routes.
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Non-fullerene acceptors (NFAs) alleviate some of these
difﬁculties. They exhibit strong absorption in the visible
and near infrared spectral regions, their electronic energy
levels can be tuned by chemical modiﬁcations, while their
morphology can be easily manipulated. Despite their long
history, they have only recently been able to demonstrate a
signiﬁcant increase in power conversion efﬁciency.
A record-braking PCE of 18.07% [7] has been achieved
using fused-ring electron acceptors (FREAs) [8]. FREAs
are based in the A-D-A molecular design, where an electron
donor core, consisting of several aromatic fused rings,
combines with two electron withdrawing end groups
serving as acceptors, while molecular stacking and
solubility are controlled by alkyl-based side chains. The
most successful end group is 1,1-dicyanomethylene-3indanone (IC) [9] with more than 50 derivatives, being a
key component to numerous NFAs such as the popular
ITIC [10], IDIC [11] and Y5 [12].
Recent studies on IC-based NFAs, show that tuning the
optoelectronic properties by end group modiﬁcation can
lead to increased performance. Such end group modiﬁcations include halogenation, p-extensions, or a combination
of both [13–15]. Speciﬁcally, Li et al. [13] demonstrated
that combining p-extensions and ﬂuorination strategies in
the Y5 NFA can lead up to a PCE of 16.6%. p-Extensions
increase electronic delocalization leading to a redshift in
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Fig. 1. Chemical structure of the IDIC non-fullerene acceptor (X = H). Halogenated variants are obtained by substituting X with F or Cl.

the optical absorption spectrum. However, halogenation
also provides an effective way to tune the optoelectronic
properties of NFAs. Speciﬁcally, halogenation (including
chlorination and ﬂuorination) is used to adjust the highest
occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and the lowest
unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) in order to achieve
a proper donor-acceptor energy offset [16,17]. Fluorination
lowers the HOMO and LUMO energy levels and improves
intermolecular interaction that is crucial for enhanced
electron mobility [13,18–20]. Moreover, several studies
have shown that chlorination is more effective in decreasing
LUMO energy level leading to a stronger p-stacking and
ﬁnally to increased exciton delocalization [21–23]. Computational studies proposing new NFA designs aiming at
performance enhancement are also available in the
literature. These include asymmetric modiﬁcations of the
Y6 acceptor [24], introduction of new fused ring units in
ITIC end groups [25], replacement of the toxic cyano
moiety [26] in the IC end groups, 2D and quad-rotor shaped
novel NFAs [27,28].
Here, we focus on a representative fused-ring NFA
molecule, IDIC, namely 2,20-((2Z,20Z)-((4,4,9,9-tetrahexyl4,9-dihydro-s-indaceno[1,2-b:5,6-b0]dithiophene-2,7-diyl)
bis(methanylylidene))bis(3-oxo-2,3-dihydro-1H-indene2,1-diylidene))dimalononitrile. This molecule consists of a
fully fused indacenodithiophene (IDT) core, two 1,1dicyano-methylene-3-indanone electron withdrawing units
and four n-hexyl side chains (Fig. 1) [11,29,30]. IDIC can be
easily synthesized and PCE exceeds 13% when combined
with the PTQ10 polymeric donor [31]. Moreover, it has
been used in ternary OPVs [32] as well as in planar
perovskite solar cells as a replacement of TiO2 in the
electron transport layer [33].
In this work we investigate the effects of chlorination
and ﬂuorination in the IC end groups, taking IDIC as a
model system. The chemical structure of pristine IDIC
(IDIC-4H) along with its chlorine (IDIC-4Cl) and ﬂuorine
(IDIC-4F) substituted counterparts is shown in Figure 1.
For all three compounds we compare frontier molecular
orbital (FMO) distributions, reorganization energies,
electron afﬁnities and ionization potentials as well as the
total and partial density of states calculated in gas phase
with DFT methods. The absorption spectra of the three
species are also studied using TD-DFT. Finally, the
experimental crystal structure is used as a reference and
the values of electron transfer integrals and transfer rates
are estimated.

2 Computational methods
2.1 DFT computations
DFT was employed for all structural relaxations and single
point computations. The geometries of the three different
derivatives, IDIC-4H, IDIC-4F, IDIC-4Cl, were fully
optimized in gas phase, in the neutral, anionic and cationic
states, utilizing the hybrid B3LYP functional [34–35] along
with the 6-31G(d,p) basis set. This method was chosen
since it provides accurate results at low computational
costs [36–38]. After each geometry optimization, the
vibrational frequencies were examined in order to conﬁrm
that the stationary point found by the optimizer is a true
energy minimum. B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) was also applied for
extracting the frontier molecular orbital distributions in
the ground state, energy gaps, as well as the total and
partial density of states. Absorption spectra of the three
species were derived by applying TD-B3LYP/6-31G(d,p)
to the previously optimized geometries, obtaining electronic transitions up to ten states. Structural relaxations in
the bulk were performed using the PBE exchange and
correlation functional [39,40] along with an ultrasoft
pseudopotential [41] combined with a plane wave basis,
setting the energy cutoff to 39 Ry. DFT computations in
the gas phase were performed with Gaussian03 [42] while
the Quantum Espresso package [43,44] was employed for
computations in the bulk. Absorption spectra and total and
partial density of states were extracted utilizing the
GaussSum software [45]. Calculations for reorganization
energy, electron afﬁnity and ionization potential were
performed utilizing the B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) level of theory
in the NWChem software package [46], enforcing tight scf
and optimization convergence.
2.2 Electron afﬁnity and ionization potential
Electron afﬁnity (EA) and ionization potential (IP), both
vertical and adiabatic, were calculated using the standard
deﬁnitions:
EAad ¼ U nN  U aA
EAv ¼ U nN  U aN
IP ad ¼ U cC  U nN
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IP v ¼ U cN  U nN
where U nN ; UaA denote the total energy of the neutral and
anionic states, while UaN is the total energy of the anion in
the geometry of the neutral state. Furthermore, UcC, UcN
are the total energy of the cation in the geometry of its
cationic and neutral states, respectively. We note that IP
and EA are used to deﬁne the fundamental gap which in
turn may be approximated by the HOMO, LUMO energy
levels.
2.3 Electron transfer rates
Electron hopping rate from molecule i to molecule j is
described by the semi classical Marcus expression at the
high temperature limit [47,48]
" 
#
rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
J 2ij
DGij þ lÞ2
p
exp 
kij ¼
h lkB T

4lkB T
where 
h is the reduced Planck’s constant, kB is the
Boltzmann’s constant and T is the absolute temperature.
This expression captures the main parameters that affect
charge transport and is widely applied to organic semiconductors since it provides a good compromise between
accuracy and efﬁciency. According to this expression
charge transfer is characterized by three basic quantities:
energy difference DGij between initial and ﬁnal states,
including effects from charge polarization or an externally
applied electric ﬁeld, transfer integral, and reorganization
energy λ. The latter is a sum of the internal and external
contributions, i.e. λ = λint + λext. The external contribution
is a consequence of the rearrangement and polarization of
the molecules outside the charge transfer complex and
usually is considered as a constant value [49] or completely
omitted, as a ﬁrst approximation [50]. For efﬁcient charge
transport, l should be small, accompanied by a sufﬁciently
large transfer integral. In this work only the internal
reorganization energy is considered.
2.4 Reorganization energy
The internal contribution to reorganization energy λint
results from the rearrangement of nuclear coordinates of
the two molecules composing the charge transfer complex
and is computed from four points on the potential energy
surface [51]. Speciﬁcally, upon electron transfer, one
molecule will instantaneously become a neutral molecule,
frozen at its charged molecular conformation, while the
other molecule will instantaneously become a charged
molecule frozen at its neutral molecular conformation. The
system is considered as isolated, and any effect of the
environment is ignored. Hence, lint is given by:
lint ¼ ðU nA  U nN Þ þ ðU aN  U aA Þ
where UnN, UaA and UaN are deﬁned as in the case of EA
and IP (Sect 2.2), and U nA is the energy of the neutral
molecule in the geometry of the anion.

3

2.5 Transfer integral
The electronic transfer integral between two molecules, is
deﬁned as
∧

J ij ¼ ⟨fi j H jfj ⟩
∧

where H is the electronic Hamiltonian of the dimer and fi,j
are wavefunctions localized on molecules i and j which
participate in the charge transfer process. Adopting the
frozen orbital approximation, wavefunctions fi,j correspond to the frontier molecular orbitals (LUMO, in the case
of electron transfer), and the full electron wavefunction is
considered as a determinant of one-electron wavefunctions.
For every pair of nearby molecules (Mi, Mj), three different
quantum mechanical calculations are performed. The ﬁrst
two refer to the isolated, uncoupled molecules Mi, Mj, while
the third one refers to the molecular pair. In this work we
utilize the projection method where the quantum mechanical problem is solved by the semiempirical ZINDO scheme
[52]. Other quantum mechanical methods have also been
used in the literature [53,54]. The required orthonormality
of atomic orbitals is obtained by applying Löwdin’s
symmetric transformation [55]. Finally, the Hamiltonian
matrix is reconstructed in the basis set of the uncoupled
molecules and the transfer integral is extracted from the
non-diagonal elements.
Transfer integrals are highly sensitive to orientation
and distance of the molecules participating in the charge
transfer. Therefore, its calculation should be performed for
every neighboring pair of molecules in the system. The
radial distribution function (RDF) of the bulk conﬁguration is used to deﬁne an appropriate distance cut-off in
order to construct a precise list of neighboring molecules.
Two molecules are considered as neighbors if the distance
between the center of mass of the IDT core or the IC end
groups is less or equal than the chosen cutoff. In order to
speed up the procedure, computations on the pair were
performed using an initial orbital guess, based on the
orbitals of the two monomers [53] and the procedure was
carried out applying the B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) level of theory
using Gaussian03 software package [42].

3 Results and discussion
3.1 Gas phase
Gas phase geometry optimization on the parent, IDIC-4H,
and the halogenated compounds, IDIC-4F and IDIC-4Cl,
revealed no signiﬁcant difference, yielding perfectly planar
structures in all three cases. Contour plots of the FMOs are
compared in Figure 2. Electron density of the HOMO orbital
is strengthened over the electron-rich IDT core, while it
appears considerably weakened over the two edge IC units.
On the other hand, electron density of the LUMO orbital is
equally spread over the IDT backbone, while density on the
edge units appears to be much higher in the case of LUMO.
These results are in line with the A-D-A architecture of the
IDIC NFA and support the idea that the IC end units play an
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Fig. 3. HOMO, LUMO energy levels for the three compounds.
The related energy gaps are also displayed.
Fig. 2. Orbital distributions for the three compounds IDIC-4H,
IDIC-4F, IDIC-4Cl. (a) HOMO, (b) LUMO.

essential role to the charge transfer mechanism. They are also
in agreement with Qu et al. [21], where the same behavioral
pattern is observed for tetraﬂuorinated ITIC [18].
Although introduction of ﬂuorine and chlorine atoms
to the IC end groups does not signiﬁcantly affect HOMO
and LUMO distributions, it lowers however the corresponding energy levels following the order: LUMOIDIC-4H
(–3.42 eV) > LUMOIDIC-4F (–3.59 eV) > LUMOIDIC-4Cl
(–3.68 eV) and HOMOIDIC-4H (–5.65 eV) > HOMOIDIC-4F
(–5.80 eV) > HOMOIDIC-4Cl (–5.87 eV). It also slightly
narrows the related energy gaps that range between
2.23 eV for IDIC-4H and 2.19 eV for IDIC-4Cl. Decrease in
the LUMO level due to ﬂuorination has also been reported
in the literature for the Y5 [13] and ITIC [18] NFAs.
Compared to ﬂuorination, chlorination is more effective in
decreasing HOMO and LUMO energy levels, due to
chlorines’ ability to accommodate greater electron density, even though ﬂuorine is a more electronegative atom
than chlorine. The same effect has also been observed in
several small organic semiconductors such as acenes and
phthalocyanines [21–23]. The results reveal that IDIC-4Cl
improves the electron accepting ability and are summarized in Figure 3.
To supplement the results of the frontier molecular
orbitals, total density of states (DOS) and partial density of
states (PDOS) were analyzed and depicted in Figure 4. The
effect of ﬂuorination or chlorination in the DOS is minor.
However, a closer look to the region around the HOMO
level in the PDOS (Fig. 4d), indicates that the major
contribution is related to the core IDT unit. Likewise in the
region around the LUMO level, the major contribution
comes from the IC end groups, in agreement with the
abovementioned results for the FMO distributions.

For a deeper understanding of the inﬂuence of
chlorination and ﬂuorination on the electronic properties,
we calculated the internal reorganization energies, electron
afﬁnities (EA) and ionization potentials (IP), vertical and
adiabatic. The results are listed in Table 1. The smallest
value of reorganization energy, among the three variants,
corresponds to the chlorinated compound (0.182 eV), while
the largest one corresponds to ﬂuorinated IDIC (0.194 eV)
giving a ﬁrst impression that IDIC-4F may exhibit lower
electron transfer rate, compared to the parent compound,
and IDIC-4Cl a higher one. Aldrich et al. [18] calculated the
internal reorganization energy of tetraﬂuorinated ITIC as
0.158 eV, slightly higher than the one for pristine ITIC
(0.155 eV) while according to Yao et al. [26] the value of
reorganization energy for Y6 is equal to 0.106 eV. Similar
calculations yield reorganization energies lying in the range
of 0.145 eV to 0.177 eV for PC61BM [56–58] and 0.179 eV to
0.2 eV [56,57] for PC71BM. To sum up, the recent NFAs,
ITIC and Y6, exhibit lower reorganization energy values,
compared to IDIC. Contrariwise, the reorganization energy
values for PCBM are comparable to the one of IDIC.
In addition, the halogenated compounds exhibit greater
EA and IP values compared to the halogen-free counterpart.
Apparently, the chlorinated compound not only has the
highest EA, both adiabatic (2.94 eV) and vertical (2.86 eV)
but the largest adiabatic (6.63 eV) and vertical (6.71 eV) IP
as well. The highest EA suggests that the molecule has an
increased possibility to accept an electron while the highest
IP stabilizes the hole defects. Moreover, it has been reported
that afﬁnities in a range of 2–4 eV are ideal for electron
stability, while ﬂuorinated variants of Y5 exhibit larger
values of EA compared to plain Y5 [13].
Absorption spectra of the three molecules are presented
in Figure 5. The results tabulated in Table 2 refer to the
dominant transition, being the HOMO → LUMO transition
in all three cases, with a contribution of 81%. Both
halogenated acceptors exhibit red-shifted absorption. For
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Fig. 4. Total and partial DOS for (a) the parent, (b) the ﬂuorinated, and (c) the chlorinated compound. (d) Contributions around
HOMO and LUMO energy levels for the parent molecule IDIC-4H.

Table 1. Calculated reorganization energies (λ), vertical and adiabatic electron afﬁnities (EA) as well as ionization
potentials (IP) in eV.

IDIC-4H
IDIC-4F
IDIC-4Cl

λ

EAad

EAv

IPad

IPv

0.189
0.194
0.182

2.66
2.84
2.94

2.57
2.75
2.86

6.44
6.59
6.63

6.52
6.67
6.71

Fig. 5. Absorption spectra for the three molecules.

IDIC-4Cl, the maximum absorption is at 623 nm while for
IDIC-4H at 609 nm i.e. a 14 nm redshift accompanies
chlorine substitution. In case of IDIC-4F, the maximum
absorption is calculated at 614 nm leading to a redshift of
only 5 nm. Lastly, Qu et al. [21] determined experimentally
the absorption spectrum in dilute chloroform solution of
halogenated IDIC variants with a phenyl group attached to
the molecular side chains. The chlorinated and ﬂuorinated
compounds exhibit an absorption maximum at 669 nm and
658 nm respectively revealing a redshift of 22 nm and 11 nm
compared to pristine IDIC (647 nm). The largest calculated
maximum absorption coefﬁcient is also attributed to the
chlorinated compound as well as the lowest excitation energy
(1.99 eV) and the highest value of oscillator strength (2.37).
The aforementioned results point out that the introduction
of halogen atoms, especially chlorine atoms, in the IC end
group, leads to an increased electron delocalization.
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Table 2. Theoretical (λmax) and experimental (λexpmax) values of maximum absorption along with the excitation energy
(Eex), oscillator strength (f) and transition with the major contribution.

IDIC-4H
IDIC-4F
IDIC-4Cl
a

λmax (nm)

lexp max (nm)

Eex (eV)

f

Major contribution

609
614
623

647
658
669

2.04
2.02
1.99

2.27
2.26
2.37

H!L: 81%
H!L: 81%
H!L: 81%

a

Corresponds to IDIC variants with a phenyl group attached to the molecular side chains [21].



Table 3. Unit cell lengths (a, b, c) in A and angles (a, b, g)
in degrees for crystalline IDIC used in this work.
a

b

c

a

b

g

8.6679

12.5073

13.5784

72.096

75.545

88.839

Table 4. Dihedral angles (u) between IDT-IC planes and
distances between the neighboring IDT planes.

Fig. 6. Unit cell of the parent compound, IDIC-4H. Cell vectors
and angles are also displayed.

3.2 Crystal structure
To understand the relation between solid-state ordering
and charge transfer, we thoroughly investigated three
different systems, one for the halogen-free and two more for
the halogenated IDIC molecules. The crystal structure of
the parent compound IDIC-4H belongs to the centrosymmetric space group P1 [59,60] and was taken from
Cambridge Structural Database [61]. A schematic of the
unit cell is given in Figure 6 while unit cell lengths and
angles are listed in Table 3. Starting from the experimental
structure, a geometry optimization was performed imposing periodic boundary conditions, while the unit cell
vectors were kept ﬁxed. Since experimentally resolved
structures for IDIC-4F and IDIC-4Cl do not exist as of yet,
the IC end group in pristine IDIC-4H was substituted by its
ﬂuorinated and chlorinated analogue as depicted in
Figure 1. The resulting conﬁgurations were fully relaxed
keeping however the unit cell vectors ﬁxed.
In contrast to the gas phase, torsions are observed
between the IDT core and the IC end groups, both for
halogenated and pristine systems. Starting from the parent
compound, the dihedral angle is calculated at 7.2o. After
substituting ﬂuorine atoms to the end groups, the dihedral
angle acquired the smallest value (6.6°) while the substitution of chlorine atoms led to the most distorted conﬁguration
with a 7.9° dihedral angle (Tab.
4). The small distance


between sulfur and oxygen (2.5 A for IDIC-4Cl and 2.6 A for
IDIC-4H and IDIC-4F) can lead to noncovalent intermolecular interactions increasing planarity and rigidity of the

IDIC-4H
IDIC-4F
IDIC-4Cl





u (degrees)

dA (A)

dB (A)

7.2
6.6
7.9

2.67
2.50
2.03

4.50
4.72
5.33

three molecules. These interactions are deﬁned as noncovalent conformational locks [62] and have been employed
to boost the performance of p-conjugated polymers as well as
small molecules.
A representative neighboring system is depicted in
Figure 7 where hydrogen atoms are omitted for clarity. All
three variants IDIC-4X (X=H,F,Cl) pack in a parallelplane, face-to-face conﬁguration. A nearest neighbor list
is

constructed by implementing a distance cutoff of 6 A as
described in Section 2.5. Four nearest neighbors correspond
to each molecule and can be classiﬁed in two main
categories based on the overlapping area. In Figure 7, R
denotes the reference molecule, while Mn, n = 1,…,4 denote
the four nearest neighbors. Since IDT cores are almost
planar, in order to quantify neighbor proximity we measure
the distance between IDT planes, denoted by dA, dB in
Figure 7. Closest neighbors correspond to those with a large
overlapping area while the most distant neighbors
correspond to those where only the IC end groups overlap.
Halogenation affects the neighbors’ proximity by reducing
the distance of closest molecules (M2,M3) and moving away
the distant ones (M1,M4). Chlorinated IDIC is affected the
most, compared to the ﬂuorinated and halogen-free

compound;
closest neighbors are moved  from 2.67 A to

2.03 A while the distant ones from 4.50 A to 5.33 A. The
results are gathered in Table 4.
Electronic transfer integrals were calculated for all the
non-equivalent nearest neighbors for the three crystal
systems and are presented in Table 5. Results can be
grouped based on two different criteria. The ﬁrst one is
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Fig. 7. Representative neighboring system for IDIC-4X, (X=H,F,Cl) with a reference molecule (R) and four nearest neighbors (M1,
M2,M3,M4). Distance deﬁnitions for close (dA) and distant (dB) neighbors along with dihedral angle u between the IDT core and IC end
group are also displayed.

Table 5. Calculated transfer integral values for the four nearest neighbors (meV).

IDIC-4H
IDIC-4F
IDIC-4Cl

M1 R

M2 R

M3 R

M4 R

Average

26
29
30

29
35
39

29
35
39

26
29
30

27.5
32.0
34.5

related to the closeness of the neighbors. The closest
neighbors i.e., those with the largest overlapping area
(M2R, M3R), give rise to the largest transfer integral
values, both for the halogenated and halogen-free compounds, with the transfer integral of IDIC-4Cl reaching
almost 40 meV. The most distant neighbors (M1R, M4R)
give rise to the smaller values, ranging between 26 meV for
IDIC-4H and 30 meV for IDIC-4Cl. At this point, we note
that for a typical fullerene-based acceptor such as PC61BM,
a transfer integral value of 10 meV is reported [63], while in
case of NFAs, Y5 exhibits an electronic coupling of
63.3 meV [13]. In addition, its p-extended counterpart
yields 36.5 meV, whereas the ﬂuorinated p-extended
variant reaches a value of 103.8 meV [13]. The second
classiﬁcation is related to the effect of halogenation. The
two halogenated conformations systematically present
strengthened electronic coupling compared to the parent
compound, both for the closest and the distant neighbors.
In case of distant neighbors, the increase in transfer integral
values is signiﬁcant, even though halogenation moved them
away. Speciﬁcally, it reaches 15.4% for IDIC-4Cl and 11.5%
for IDIC-4F, with respect to the parent compound. In case
where only the closest neighbors are considered, IDIC-4Cl
exhibits an increase up to 34.5% and IDIC-4F up to 20.7%.
Chlorinated IDIC exhibits the largest average electronic
coupling, increased by 25.5% compared to the halogen-free
IDIC and by 7.8% compared to ﬂuorinated IDIC.
Moreover, the average value of electronic coupling for
ﬂuorinated IDIC shows a 16.4% increase compared to
IDIC-4H. Results are accumulated in Table 5.
Finally, Marcus rates for electron transport are
calculated as described in Section 2.3. For the transfer
integral we used the average value from Table 5 for each
one of the halogen-free and the halogenated compounds
while the temperature was set to 300 K. Rates are depicted
in Figure 8, as a function of site energy difference (DGij ) for
the three molecules. Near the area of fast hopping rates, the
parent compound, IDIC-4H, shows the lowest values

Fig. 8. Calculated Marcus rates as a function of site energy
difference for the three variants.

compared to the halogenated molecules, whereas the
highest values align with the chlorinated compound. The
maximum value of transfer rate for IDIC-4Cl (4.6 × 1013 s−1)
is boosted over 60% compared to the pristine conﬁguration
(2.9 × 1013 s–1). The ﬂuorinated molecule, despite the largest
value of reorganization energy develops rates (3.9 × 1013 s–1)
faster up to 34% than IDIC-4H.

4 Conclusions
The non-fullerene acceptor, IDIC, was chosen as a model
system so that the effects of end-group ﬂuorination and
chlorination could be systematically investigated. Using
density functional theory, we examined the electronic and
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optical properties of the isolated IDIC-4H, IDIC-4F and
IDIC-4Cl molecules. Introducing halogens at the IC end
group, deepens HOMO and LUMO energies and narrows
the band gap, showing that halogenation leads to an
improved electron accepting ability. Nonetheless, the
distributions of the frontier molecular orbitals are not
affected that much. The chlorinated compound shows the
smallest value of reorganization energy and the largest
values of EA and IP both adiabatic and vertical. Regarding
the absorption spectrum, halogenated molecules exhibit
redshift. In particular, chlorinated IDIC has the largest
maximum absorption coefﬁcient and the largest redshift
(14 nm), whereas for ﬂuorinated IDIC redshift is only 5 nm.
Additionally, from the analysis of DOS arises that the
major contribution to LUMO comes from the IC end
groups, endorsing the idea that the terminal units are the
key to charge transfer.
Lastly, based on the experimental crystal structure of
IDIC-4H three crystal systems were constructed, one for each
compound. The investigation of the transport systems
revealed that nearest neighbors are categorized in two
groups, depending on the overlapping area. Those with the
larger overlapping area exhibit larger values of transfer
integrals regardless the halogenation of the terminal units.
However, halogenation increases the electronic coupling
both for closest and distant neighbors. Once more,
chlorinated IDIC shows the highest values of transfer
integral, enhanced up to 25% compared to the plain IDIC
while IDIC-4F shows a 16% increase. Calculation of transfer
rates as a function of site energy difference, revealed an
increase up to 60% for chlorinated IDIC and up to almost
34% for ﬂuorinated IDIC despite the largest reorganization
value. Our results conﬁrm that halogenation of the IC edge
units of NFAs, especially chlorination, can lead to a
noteworthy change in the charge transport properties. In
conclusion, end group modiﬁcation with even larger halogens
(Br or I) would be worth further investigation.
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